**Fabric Requirements**

- Two Charm Packs or sixty 5” squares (Fabric A)  
  (Two Aloha Girl Charm Packs)
- 7/8 yard solid fabric (20199-60)
- 1/2 yard binding (20244-11)
- 1 1/2 yards backing (20245-13)

**Cutting**

- Cut solid fabric into:
  - 4 - 3 3/8” x 27 1/2” strips (Fabric B)
  - 3 - 2 1/2” x 32” strips (Fabric C)
  - 2 - 2” x 32” strips (Fabric D)
- Cut binding fabric into:
  - 5 - 2 1/2” x width of fabric strips (Fabric E)

**Quilt Center**

Use ¼” seams and press as arrows indicate throughout.

Divide your Fabric A squares into sixteen dark squares and twelve light squares for the Quilt Center.

Save the remaining thirty-two Fabric A squares for the borders.

Assemble four dark Fabric A squares and three light Fabric A squares.

Charm Row should measure 5” x 32”.

Make four.

Assemble two Fabric D strips, four Charm Rows and three Fabric C strips.

Charm Box Unit should measure 27 1/2” x 32”.

Make one.

---

**Check out our YouTube tutorial!**

1-866-826-2069  
www.FatQuarterShop.com  
www.YouTube.com/FatQuarterShop
Charm Box Quilt Pattern

Cut the Charm Box Unit into three 9" x 27 ½" Quilt Rows following the diagram below. Discard the unused fabric.

Borders
Assemble eight Fabric A squares. Border should measure 5" x 36 ½". Make four.

Assemble the Fabric B strips and the Quilt Rows. Quilt Center should measure 27 ½" x 36 ½".

Finishing
Sew the 2 ½" Fabric E strips end to end for binding. Quilt and bind as desired.

Copyright 2014 Fat Quarter Shop, LLC. All rights reserved. Duplication of any kind is prohibited. This pattern may be used for personal purposes only and may not be reproduced without the express written permission from the Fat Quarter Shop. These patterns may not be used for commercial purposes.
Charm Box Mini Quilt Pattern

Quilt Center

Use ¼” seams and press as arrows indicate throughout.

Divide your Fabric A squares into sixteen dark squares and twelve light squares for the Quilt Center.

Save the remaining thirty-two Fabric A squares for the borders.

Assemble four dark Fabric A squares and three light Fabric A squares.

Mini Charm Row should measure 2 ½” x 14 ½”.

Make four.

Assemble two Fabric C strips, four Mini Charm Rows and three Fabric B strips.

Mini Charm Box Unit should measure 14 ½” x 14 ½”.

Make one.

Fabric Requirements

Two Mini Charm Packs or sixty 2 ½” squares (Fabric A)

(Two Aloha Girl Mini Charm Packs)

½ yard solid fabric (20199-60)

⅜ yard binding (20244-11)

¾ yard backing (20245-13)

Cut solid fabric into:

3 - 1 ¾” x 14 ½” strips (Fabric B)

2 - 1 ⅝” x 14 ½” strips (Fabric C)

2 - 1 ½” x 14 ½” strips (Fabric D)

2 - 1 ¼” x 14 ½” strips (Fabric E)

Cut binding fabric into:

3 - 2 ½” x width of fabric strips (Fabric F)

Check out our YouTube tutorial!

1-866-826-2069

www.FatQuarterShop.com

www.YouTube.com/FatQuarterShop
Charm Box Mini Quilt Pattern

Cut the Mini Charm Box Unit into three 4" x 14 1/2" Quilt Rows following the diagram below. Discard the unused fabric.

Assemble seven Fabric A squares. Side Border should measure 2 1/2" x 14 1/2". Make two.

Assemble nine Fabric A squares. Top and Bottom Border should measure 2 1/2" x 18 1/2". Make two.

Assemble two Fabric E strips, the Quilt Rows and two Fabric D strips. Quilt Center should measure 14 1/2" x 14 1/2".

Borders

Assemble seven Fabric A squares. Side Border should measure 2 1/2" x 14 1/2". Make two.

Finishing

Sew the 2 1/2" Fabric F strips end to end for binding. Quilt and bind as desired.

Copyright 2014 Fat Quarter Shop, LLC. All rights reserved. Duplication of any kind is prohibited. This pattern may be used for personal purposes only and may not be reproduced without the express written permission from the Fat Quarter Shop. These patterns may not be used for commercial purposes.